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INVASION OF ITALY

BY S.L. SOLON REPRESENTING THE COMBINED' PRESS

Italian Mainland,

Saturday, September 4«

We were standing on the hill here watching the endless stream of guns, vehicles

and the other thousand pieces of equipment -which make up a modern army roll by,

Down at the beaches landing craft were unloading. In the channel hundreds of vessels

of every shape and size - and some of the shapes are very peculiar ~ were plying to

and forth. Across the Straits rose the mountains of Sicily we had left behind.

This little village, sleeping in the sun, had suddenly become the fulcrum on which history,
’or the moment, had braced a crowbar. During the night it had seen the barrage,

enemy shells falling short of targets had landed upon it, Down the narrow streets

stood a few broken houses.

We passed one of these and through the gaping shellhole a voice greeted us in

Italian. "Bon Giorno". A young Italian invited us to come in. Standing by the

pile of debris which he had swept to the side he offered us some wine and grapes and

told us that he was glad we had come. "It’s good to know that we count, too, in

this world, in this village in nowhere" he said, "But war has not been kind to some

of us. Come to the window if you please” he said, We looked out.

There -was a brief lull in the armoured procession, Down the street came a clump

cf villagers. Some where weeping and when they came closer we could see that they

-were carrying three coffins. Two made of raw -wood painted black, the third a smaller

one was unpainted* "They were my neighbours" the young Italian said, "A man, his

wife and his daughter of eight. Their house was hit and when we dragged them from

the ruins they were all dear! - one little family all dead".

The group carrying the coffins came out of the shattered house opposite, paused

while the priest, carrying the cross, said a few words and then moved off. It rounded

the corner and was out of sight, ■ I asked the Italian if any other members of the'

family were in the group, "No” he said, "This was a lonely family for Italy where

we" have large ones. Those three had no other relatives in the world -no uncles,

aunts, grandparents, cousins* They were just three. Now there is no family. War

does queer things* This is the only family in the village who had nobody else".

A soldier with us said "Let’s drink to them" "Yes" said the young man "Let’s

drink to the loneliest family in Italy, Let’s drink to their peace forever".

We drank the toast and went out to -watch the flashes of shellfire.
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